Abstract: Embedded systems are highly used in every field. Embedded system often required to provide Real-Time response. So, to deal with high volume of data embedded system uses flash memory as main memory. This paper presents the overview of the some of the techniques used to reduce the write operations on flash memory and increase the lifetime of flash memory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded system is frequently a system that is implemented for a particular purpose. In Real-Time environment, embedded system also required to provide Real-Time response. For that many embedded systems deal with large arrays of data that must be kept in memory. Embedded system requires large amount of memory for storage, as it deals with large amount of data. Large memory consumes more power. So, Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) such as flash memory can be used as main memory. Flash memory is structurally and functionally very similar to an EPROM computer storage device except for the fact that it is electrically erasable [1]. Flash memory has low-power consumption and high density.

Embedded system programs have very well ordered memory accesses that are known at compile time. To reduce the power consumption and to increase the density of the main memory task scheduling techniques are preferred. A scheduling helps to improve total memory accessed time and reduce write activity on NVM’s. Scheduling also helps to solve large problems in a reasonable amount of time. Since the compiler can know the memory accesses of embedded system applications, it can schedule the tasks of the applications to maximize the effectiveness of the cache. ILP formulation is used to schedule tasks and concatenation scheduling to solve instances that are too large to solve with ILP.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Flash memory has low-power consumption and high density. However, flash memory having two disadvantages. First, the write operations are much slower than read operations. Second, the lifetime of flash memory is depends on number of write operations. To increase the lifetime of flash memory there is need to reduce the write operations on flash memory. For that different techniques are used. All techniques target different architecture.

III. RELATED WORK

The use of caches in computing systems has been a widely adopted method for addressing long memory access latency, which has been exacerbated by rapid technology scaling. The advent of Chip Multiprocessors (CMPs) has increased the pressure on achieving good cache performance [31].

In [15], Liang Shi and Chun Jason xue et al. proposed smart victim cache architecture which can reduce the write activities on flash memory when applying flash memory as main memory. Authors purposed cache architecture which consists of victim
cache and write buffer only dirty pages/blocks are kept in victim cache. Victim cache is used to keep the dirty data from the last level cache (LLC), which is organized similar to traditional victim cache, but with an additional replace bit.

The write buffer keeps batch of lines from victim cache in queue based on the address of the lines. In this approach, only dirty blocks are kept in the victim cache, which can fully utilize the dirty blocks before the dirty blocks being written back to the main memory. To manage the victim cache, to reduce write activities by careful selection of the set of cache lines three management techniques of victim cache is used. The techniques are as follows: 1] A Max lines-based approach: This approach used array to record the line counts information for each page. 2] History based approach: This approach proposed only write back data that have been least recently used and does not need a counter array. 3] Enhanced history based approach: In this approach, enhance the history based by first comparing the page tag of the evicted live from LLC and the selected line in LRU position of victim cache.

If both pages is equal to each other then the evicted line replaced tag would be set, if not it follow the history based approach to replace the lines and move forward to the MRU position. Authors presented experimental results which indicating that this approach can reduce write activities on flash main memory by 65.38% on average compared to traditional architecture.

The authors [16], Jingtang Hu and Yi He, Meikang Qie introduced another technique to reduce write activity on flash memory. Authors purposed technique for embedded chip multiprocessors (CMP) with scratch pad memory (SPM) ana non volatile main memory. The architecture designed by authors is as follows:
The Smartly managed SPM will reduce the write activity on NVM. The authors purposed combine data migration and data recomputation to achieve the goal. In data migration, data is stored temporarily on the other core’s SPM rather than written back to main memory. If data block migrated is a dirty block then authors called it as write-saving data migration and if the data block migrated is a clean block it called as read-saving data migration. In data recomputation, authors reduced the number of write activity by discarding the data which should have been written back to main memory and recomputing this data when it is needed. The authors purposed data migration problem as a shortest path problem. Through performance evaluation, the authors have also demonstrated that the data migration and recomputation can reduce the number of writes by 59.41% on an average. The finish time of programs is reduced by 31.81% on an average.

Wei-che Tseng and Qingfeng proposed scheduling technique to optimize cache utilization for NVM for the architecture with software controlled on-chip memory such as scratch-pad memory and main memory. But, by keeping limitation of NVM in mind, to reduce write activity on non-volatile memory such as Flash memory, authors proposed two scheduling techniques: Write-aware Scheduling and Recomputation [25]. In the proposed first technique authors used ILP scheduling. With the help of ILP formulation they derived objective function which provide optimal schedule of the task and SPM block replacement to reduce write activity on NVM’s. But solving ILP formulation is NP-complete. So, Shuffle scheduling technique is suggested to solve large problem. In second technique, to avoid write operation on main memory the basic idea is discard the sum of computed data and when dependent task require that data it again read the necessary operand from main memory and recomputed the result. But, it is done only in case where recomputation cost or execution cost is lesser than the writing cost.

With the proposed techniques, authors speed up programs completion time and extend non-volatile memory’s lifetime. These methods can reduce the number of write activities on non-volatile memory by 55.71% on average. Thus the lifetime of NVM is extended to 2.5 times as long as before on average. The completion time of programs can be reduced by 56.67% on systems with NOR flash memory and by 47.63% on systems with NAND flash memory on average.

In [24], Wei-Che Tseng and Edwin H.-M. Sha et al. have taken the reference of how the growing use of embedded systems in every field. But embedded system requires large amount of memory for storage, as it deals with large amount of data. Large memory consumes more power. For such type of systems authors have proposed that DRAM currently used as main memory be replaced by non-volatile memories (NVM) such as flash memory. But NVMs are limited by their endurance and long write latencies. To reduce the power consumption and increase the density of the main memory in this paper the authors proposed task scheduling techniques for the common embedded system architecture: Single core architecture with a hardware controlled cache and non-volatile main memory. To minimize the main memory access time, reduce the write activity and extend the lifetime of the NVM, optimally schedule tasks by ILP formulation and concatenation scheduling to solve instances that are too large to solve with ILP. They gave the objective function

$$\min t_{f} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n_{f}} \sum_{a=1}^{n_{a}} \sum_{p=1}^{n_{p}} C_{i,a,p} + \sum_{i=2}^{n_{f}} \sum_{p=1}^{n_{p}} Y_{i,p} \right] + \sum_{i=2}^{n_{f}} \sum_{p=1}^{n_{p}} Z_{i,p} + \sum_{p=1}^{n_{p}} D_{p}$$

Through performance evaluation, the authors have also demonstrated that the proposed concatenation task scheduling techniques can reduce the total memory access time by an average of 9.99% and increase the lifetime of the NVM by 26.66% than list scheduling. When compared with list scheduling, ILP can reduce the total memory access time by an average of 12.39% and increase the lifetime of NVM by 38.74%.

In [26], Ming-hwa Wang et al. introduced a flexible scheduling algorithm i.e. Hybrid Scheduling to improve the run-time performance of embedded systems. Through limited experiment authors achieved 3% -22.89% improvements in reduction of wait-time and 2% t- 9.23% improvement in the reduction of turnaround time. Hybrid scheduling has better performance than FCFS and RR as well as important for multi-tasking embedded system. Along with that, code overhead is low and the implementation is flexible. So, as a fixed scheduling algorithm, RR and FCFS can provide good performance in certain
condition, but not for all conditions. In contrasts, the hybrid scheduling monitors the input tasks and dynamically adjusts the scheduling algorithm to improve performance under changing condition.

Cache played an important role in every modern computing system to improve the performance by bridging the main memory and CPU speeds. However, cache increases execution time unpredictability due to its adaptive and dynamic nature. Due to the power hungry nature of cache, it consumes vast amount of energy.

In [27], B. Ward and J. Herman et al. 2013 presented several techniques for managing shared caches on multi-core systems within the mixed-critically scheduling framework. They implemented it on a quad-core ARM machine.

In [28], C. Belwal and A. Cheng et al. 2013 proposed utilization based necessary and sufficient scheduling condition for a Software Transactional Memory (STM) using lazy conflict detection.

In [21], N. Guan, Wang Yiand Ge yu et al. 2009 proposed to use cache space isolation technique to avoid cache contention for hard real-time tasks running on multi-cores with shared caches. They proposed scheduling for real-time task with both timing and cache space constraints, which allow each task to use a fixed number of cache partitions and make sure that at any time at most one running task occupied the cache partition. They proposed schedulability test for non-preemptive fixed-priority scheduling for multicores with shared L2 cache, encoded as a linear programming problem.

In [29], S. Mittal noticed some issues related to NVM. He claimed that even though NVM offer high density, low leakage power and better scalability compared to SRAM but NVMs are not strictly superior to SRAM on all design parameters. Specially, PCM has very high write latency/energy and low write endurance [30]. He proposed a way-based SRAM-PCM Hybrid cache design as a solution to these issues. In hybrid cache 2 out of 8 ways are designed using SRAM and the remaining ways are designed using PCM. Hybrid cache aims to utilize the best features of both SRAM and NVM. Hybrid cache aims to leverage the fast access speed and high write endurance of SRAM and low-leakage power and high density of PCM. He also proposed cache replacement policy called dead fast block (DFB) to manage the hybrid cache. DFB evict dead SRAM ways much before they reach the bottom of the least recently used (LRU) stack.

Execution time predictability is a crucial factor for the success of real-time systems. Energy requirement is also crucial for embedded systems as they suffer from limited resources. For modern real-time embedded systems, the performance, power consumption, and predictability – all are important.

In [31], Xiaoxia Wu, Jian Li and Ram Rajamony et al. proposed two types of hybrid cache architecture, namely inter cache Level HCA (LHCA) and intra cache level or cache region based HCA (RHCA). In LHCA, the levels in a cache hierarchy can be made of disparate memory technologies. While in RHCA a single level of cache can be partitioned into multiple regions and each of a different memory technology.

Authors studied and provided comparison between different memory architecture:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>SRAM</th>
<th>eDRAM</th>
<th>MRAM</th>
<th>PRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Very Fast</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Fast read Slow write</td>
<td>Slow read Very slow write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyn. Power</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low; High Write</td>
<td>Medium read; High write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leak Power</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-volatile</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Authors have also evaluated low-overhead intra cache data movement power-aware policies and their hardware support to both improve cache performance and reduce power.

In [32], Abu Asaduzzaman et al. have developed a methodology to optimize cache for real-time embedded systems. This methodology is effective for both single-core and multi-core systems. These cache modeling and optimization technique for systems to improve performance / power ratio.

To improve execution time predictability for real-time systems a cache locking technique is used. To improve cache locking performance authors have presented Miss Table (MT) at cache level and use victim cache (VC) to increase cache hits. MT holds information about memory blocks, which may cause more misses if not locked. VC temporarily stores the victim blocks from level-1 cache to improve cache hits.

Authors claimed that existing solutions do not address the performance, power consumption, and predictability issues together and are not very effective for multi-core architecture. So, authors developed a cache optimization methodology to analyze and improve the predictability and performance/power ratio of real-time embedded systems at the same time. MT is used to improve cache replacement performance and VC is used to improve cache hits by supporting stream buffering. Authors experimentally proved that MT reduces 33% in mean delay per task and a reduction of 41% in total power consumption and VCs while locking 25% of level-2 cache size in a 4-core system. It is also observed that execution time predictability can be improved by avoiding more than 50% cache misses while locking one-fourth of the cache size.

In [33], B. Jacob et al. have proposed several software-oriented cache management schemes to allow real-time systems to make use of on chip SRAM caches. Author compared the operation and organization of caches as found in general-purpose processors, microcontrollers, and DSPs and also discussed designs for embedded real time systems.

In real-time embedded systems, energy consumption reduction is one of the best important techniques since most of these systems are battery-operated devices. Processor idle time (also known as slack time) provides a unique opportunity to reduce the overall energy consumption by putting the system into sleep mode using Dynamic Power Management (DPM) techniques [34][36].

In [34], W. Wang and P. Mishra et al. have proposed Scheduling-Aware Cache Reconfiguration (SACR), a methodology for using reconfigurable caches in real-time systems with preemptive tasks. Scheduling-Aware Cache Reconfiguration (SACR), provides an efficient and near optimal cache tuning strategy based on static program profiling for both statically and dynamically scheduled real-time systems. The goal is to optimize energy consumption with performance considerations via reconfigurable cache tuning while ensuring that the majority of task deadlines are met.

Authors claimed that this is the first approach integrating dynamic cache reconfigurations into real-time embedded systems. Authors also demonstrated that a 50% reduction on average in the overall energy consumption of the cache subsystem in soft real time embedded systems.

In [35], Phase-Change Memory (PCM) has used as a low-power alternative over DRAMs as main memory architecture that is especially helpful for energy-aware embedded real-time systems. PCM have three drawbacks: its high latency, high energy consumption when writing, and low endurance.

To oppose power consumption, PCM has emerged as alternative main memory architecture; however, PCM is slow, and thus architects use it together with a small DRAM cache. Authors proved that prioritizing requests at the bottleneck resource, namely PCM, using task information, increases the chance that tasks meet their deadlines. Authors also discussed how to carry out the communication between the OS and the hardware to make priority information feasible at the memory controller. Authors have suggested that reordering PCM requests based on criticality of the requests to reduce latency and the number of missed deadlines. Authors also claimed that this is the first technique which inserts real-time priorities in the memory controller.
In [38], J. Anderson and B. Ward considered the problem in the context of shared caches in safety-critical cyber physical embedded system. Authors considered the problem of adding proper shared cache management to MC2 (mixed-criticality on multicore). To address this problem they considered several cache management schemes that utilize page coloring in some way. Under page coloring, pages of physical memory are assigned “colors” in such a way that ensures that differently colored pages cannot cause cache conflicts.

Page coloring technique alone can often completely eliminate inter-task cache conflicts in real-time systems. But, the problem of optimally allocating colors is NP-hard in the strong sense [37]. Also, due to constraints on memory, which can arise for a variety of reasons (e.g., the need to support many processing modes, etc.), conflict-free color assignments may be unobtainable. So, authors proposed colouring technique to enable coloring to be more flexibly utilized. Specifically, they assumed colors as shared resources to which accesses must be arbitrated, either by a real-time locking protocol or a scheduling algorithm. They considered cache management in a variant of MC2 in which both higher-criticality (HC) hard real-time (HRT) tasks and lower-criticality (LC) soft real-time (SRT) tasks must be supported.

Authors considered cache locking and cache scheduling as two basic cache-management approaches. Under cache locking, portions of the cache are viewed as nonpreemptive resources that are accessible via a locking protocol. Under cache scheduling, portions of the cache are viewed as preemptive resources that are “scheduled.” This approach results in a scheduling problem that is quite difficult generally; however, authors showed that known uniprocessor schedulability analysis can be used to provide a sufficient schedulability condition that performs well in many cases. We note that in some special cases, these cache management strategies are obviated, in which case these approaches reduce to cache partitioning. Authors assumed periodic task systems scheduled under the MC2 mixed-criticality framework.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

This paper gives an overview of the various optimization scheduling techniques which is suitable for different architecture. Even though ILP scheduling is NP-complete problem, ILP Formulation can used to optimally solve the problem. More relevant results can be obtained by applying an ILP formulation.
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